Fire Form

*If you are unsure if you need a Fire Form, check page 25 in the Fire Incident Reporting System Quick Reference Guide.

Property Details:

_________ Estimated Number of residential living units in building of Origin (whether or not all units became involved)

_________ Number of Buildings Involved

_________ Acres Burned (outside Fires)

Ignition:  *See page 29-35

Area of Fire Origin: ______________________________________

Heat Source: ____________________________________________

Item First Ignited: _______________________________________

Type of Material First Ignited: _______________________________________

Cause of Ignition: _______________________________________

Factor Contributing to Ignition: ____________________________

Human Factors Contributing to ignition:

_______ None

_______ Asleep

_______ Possibly Impaired by alcohol or drugs

_______ Unattended Person

_______ Possibly Mentally disabled

_______ Multiple persons involved

_______ Age was a factor

*additional Notes

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________